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Abstract
SILMAS project (2009-2012) gathered 15 partners from 5 European countries around one theme: preserving Alpine lakes. They are
attractive locations for residents and tourists, as well as for economy and industry. But they are also home for a particular fragile
natural heritage. Partners involved in this project worked on the different ways of regulating the use of water and lakeside areas to
protect these rare resources and its biodiversity. Partners analysed lakes’ ecosystem and the climate change effects on them and
identified potential scenarios of their evolution. It was thus possible to provide a common system of reference for managers of this
specific type of lakes. In parallel, conflict management tools stemming from the different ways the lakes and their shores are
used,were collected, categorised, assessed and developed. It led to the creation of tool sheets, which assess transferability of those
tools. They're gathered in a "knwoledge map". A Shorezone Functionality Index has been developed to organise a sustainable
management of catchment area. Educative instruments to sustainable development have been created towards: - youngsters: one
serious game “Lake adventures” and one " school kit"; - towards tourists: informative panels in tourist centres; - and towards lakes’
managers: training sessions. Different guides and other publications compile the work achieved. You can find all SILMAS outputs
here: www.silmas.eu.

Relevance
The expected ecological crisis to come will affect Alpine space main ecosystems and biodiversity as well as its ability to offer good
conditions for working and living in the Alps. Alpine Lakes have to deal with these changes. Water resources undergo an important
human pressure through agriculture, tourism, industry and decision makers need specific instrument to prepare the future of these
fragile areas. Moreover, they have to fulfill environmental requirements expressed through European Water Framework Directive
and Natura 2000 network. SILMAS was thus conceived to give the tools to all people in touch with Alpine Lakes, with the aim of
protecting them. Alpine Lakes have rather specific characteristics due to their geographical and ecological status. That's why
pooling our human ressources was obvious. Moreover, neither climate nor mountains know artificial national boundaries- the Alps in
particular, which stretch over several European countries. It appeared relevant facing up together our responsibilities as members
of the European Union, to protect our natural heritage: Alpine lakes, which specifities are unique.

Key Achievements
• Webgis Platform Alpine lakes Database" Webgis Platform Alpine Lakes Database (http://webgis.arpa.piemonte.it/silmas_webapp/)
database access with information on lakes;
• One booklet "Climate change recommendations from SILMAS";
• One survey "Alpine Lakes. Survey on climate change";
• One final Guide "Climate Change Impacts on Alpine Lakes", where are illustrated the ecological, hydrological & hydrodinamic
scenarios;
• One synthesis for the Alpine Lakes touring exhibition: "Climate change and Alpine Lakes"
• Ecological surveys on Lake Idro, Virtual model, Iseo Lake - Water use and Lake Contract;
• Final guides : " The application of the Shorezone Functionality Index on Italian, Austrian and Slovenian Lakes within the SILMAS
project", "Sustainable management of leisure and professional fisheries"; "Environmental Management of Ports",
• Syntheses for the Alpine Lakes touring exhibition: Conflict Solving governance, Sustainable management of leisure and
professional fishing, Sustainable port management;
• SFI Leaflet: Levico and Caldonazzo Lakes;
• Web: Knowledgemap, Tool Box;
• Panels in interpretative centers
• Brochure on two lakes printed by two partners
• “Blue necklace around the Alps”
• ESD-school kit
• Serious game “Lake Adventures”
• Training sessions for stakeholders

Lessons Learnt
SILMAS adopted and applied successfully a methodology to link very different expertises and passed on the results to specified
targets. WP4 scientific works enabled other partners to get a common frame of reference about Alpine Lakes ecological status and
their probable evolution in parallel with climate change evolution. Data processing could thus get nearer to local situations
encountered on the field. Then, WP5 based on that specific context to assess existing governance tools, considering not only formal
policies, uneasy to transfer from one national context into another one, but also original know-how implemented on the field to solve
conflicts between users of lake’s resources.Besides, this WP relied on WP6 activities tools for knowledge sharing. Indeed, all project
partners succeeded in appropriating WP6 tools: determination kit, the brochure "Blue necklace around the Alps", a serious game:
"The lake adventures", Interpretative Centres with informative panels and brochures, training sessions to lakes stakeholders.
Despite the relative shortness of the project, partners succeeded in designing, implementing, and testing several tools in real
conditions, then adapting them to make possible their dispatching through partnership, beyond their intial site of creation.The project
managed to gather very different public in touch with lakes: youngsters,tourists,lakes' managers, politics.

Replication / Roll out
EU is very rich from a geographic point of view and counts, beyond Alpine space, several moutain chains. Economic development in
mountains areas cannot be considered without taking into account the protection of this natural heritage. More precisely, fresh water
resource use and management is at stake considering its rarefaction and evolution due to global warming which will have impacts on
human activities (agriculture, industry, fishery, tourism). SILMAS results are thus relevant also for other European mountains areas.
The challenge taken up by SILMAS: - building bridges between the different disciplines to tackle every aspects of issues raised on
the ground whether scientific, technical, organisational or political; plus- ensuring information is universally accessible on all
initiatives implemented bringing lessons learnt within the reach of non specialists, are relevant of its effectiveness and can be taken
as an example. SILMAS methodology can be adapted to other areas taking into account the scientific results it has produced.
Partners' institutions were involved in each field of the project's research and will be then integrated in the management of the lakes
thanks to the expertise brought and passed on to all potential users or managers of the lakes. SILMAS three years of European
cooperation have brought real added value for the sustainable development of the Alps.

